
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

THE CAPTAINS’ WELCOME 

To the New Griffins of Stanford Hall, 
 
Gentlemen, welcome home! We are not only excited to welcome you to your new                           
home for the next four years of your life but also ecstatic to congratulate you for                               
being selected to be a part of the greatest Residence Hall at Notre Dame: Stanford                             
Hall. While some of the other dorms on campus may say that the members of their                               
halls were randomly selected, we know very well that only the best of the best, the                               
crème de la crème if you will, are selected to join the noble ranks of Stanford Hall.                                 
We Griffins are known for our supreme athletic ability, rugged good looks,                       
charming personalities, astute knowledge in the classroom, and of course for our                       
exemplary gentlemanly behavior. Sound a bit like yourself? Yeah, we knew it. 
 
The Griffin tradition has been in place for 60 years, ever since our dorm took the campus by storm and                                       
made the other inferior dorms tremble at Stanford’s mighty construction of cinderblock and mortar.                           
Over the years, our dorm has accumulated countless accolades and honors including winning the                           
Interhall Cup, which is awarded for our unparalleled athletic dominance (It’s sort of like the House Cup                                 
from Harry Potter but much cooler, and it’s no coincidence the Griffins resemble Gryffindor). As                             
recently as 2016-17, the Griffins of Stanford Hall claimed the Hall of the Year. As all returning griffins                                   
know, we are coming off a fantastic year and must continue the momentum in hopes of becoming Hall of                                     
the Year once again! We need the Stanford Class of 2024’s help to continue this commitment to                                 
excellence. 
 
It doesn’t take long to figure out that Notre Dame is not an ordinary school and that our housing system                                       
is not a typical university housing system. The growth, friendships, challenges, accomplishments, and                         
everything else you experience and partake of in Stanford Hall will ultimately help mold you into the                                 
very man you are going to be for the rest of your life. Stanford Hall is also the best residence hall for                                           
spiritual, personal, and academic advancement while here at school, and pretty soon your fellow Griffins                             
will become your second family here at Notre Dame. There’s a lot to learn about Notre Dame and                                   
Stanford Hall, but hopefully this guide will help explain our values as Griffins, provide information                             
about Stanford and its residents, and let you know what you need to know before arriving at Notre Dame                                     
this August.  
 
Welcome Week will follow all COVID 19 health and safety protocols outlined at https://here.nd.edu/. But                             
fear not! You will still be given the opportunity to bond with your fellow new Griffins as well as meet                                       
people from other dorms. Obviously, you will also move into your new room and become well acquainted                                 
with your modular furniture. Remember to make the most of Welcome Week. Meet new people. Talk to                                 
upperclassmen. Ask questions. Go outside your comfort zone.  Our dorm prides itself not only on being                               
the best here at Notre Dame, but also on forging lifelong friendships, both with those in our dorm and                                     
with other Domers.  
 
Well, we’ve rambled on for long enough. We hope you’re getting as excited for move-in day as we are. 
Go Irish!  
 
Your Welcome Week Captains, 
Reynold Hamar and Marty Kennedy 
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WELCOME WEEK CAPTAIN BIOS 

 
Reynold “Big Guy” Hamar 
 
Hailing from Orange County, California, Reynold is a down to earth           
guy with a great work ethic and an even better head of hair. Because              
of these qualities, Reynold was Stanford Hall’s representative on the          
Freshman and Sophomore Class Council. His first proposal on the          
council was a zipline directly from Stanford to St. Marys, which was            
quickly rejected due to “lack of necessity”. In addition to class           
council, Reynold is involved in many campus and dorm activities.          
His on campus involvement includes Student International Business        
Council, in true finance hardo fashion, Special Friends of ND, and           
the Center for Social Concerns. So, Reynold is your guy to talk to if              
you want advice on how to get involved. His dependability is           
exceptional, exemplified by his willingness to make his room a social           
gathering space. A fun fact about Reynold is that he is possibly the             
only Russ fan on all of campus, often quoting the rapper on his             
motivational snapchat stories designed to help his friends get through          
the day on a positive note. For those unfamiliar, Russ is the same             
great mind that has brought us profound ideas such as, “Being           
self-made means doing things your own way - and doing it without            
any handouts”, proving his ability to use Dictionary.com. All jokes          
aside, Reynold is an awesome guy and always happy to help if you             
have any questions!  

 

 
Martin “Spike Lee” Kennedy 
 
Marty is the voice of Stanford Hall, that is, you will hear him no              
matter where you are in Stanford. Whether it’s by greeting you with            
his iconic “YELLLOOOOO” or raving about his dog Zoey, Marty is           
sure to leave a lasting first impression. When he isn’t crocheting           
beanies for an extensive waiting list, Marty can also be found in the             
Irish Gardens serving as both manager and team bonding         
commissioner for Notre Dame’s one and only flower shop. He plans           
on using his sociology and peace studies degree to become a           
background dancer for Lizzo, a Big Girl, and practices his twerking           
and dropping it low daily. He has grasped most of his social and             
political theory from the hit TV show Kid Nation, but is still known             
to support the monarchy of Queen Sandra Diaz-Twine. He practically          
knows somebody anywhere he goes, so be sure to say his name            
repeatedly to get his attention if you see him outside of The Village,             
his quad in 4EW. He may not be your typical athlete, but his inward              
pointing feet confused the opposition to lead 2NS in an          
unprecedented section sports run last year, never conceding a         
touchdown in section football. A true free spirit, you can always           
count on Marty to liven up any conversation or dancefloor, so don’t            
hesitate to talk to him! 
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WELCOME STAFF BIOS: ON LOCATION 
NOTE: Due to precautions and safety measures to prevent the spread of COVID 19, not all of our Welcome Week team will be able to be                          
in-person on August 3. Therefore, our team will have an on location team, assisting with Welcome Week on August 3, and off location team,                        
joining us throughout the year for welcoming and hall community building activities for First Years. 
 

 
Inigo “Mr. Worldwide” Yturralde  
 
If you thought the guy from those Dos Equis commercials was the            
most interesting man in the world, you obviously have not met Inigo            
(don’t worry if you don’t know how to pronounce his name -- nobody             
does!). This international man of mystery has lived in Dubai, Ghana,           
Miami, and has a Spanish citizenship. It’s no wonder why he is so             
popular amongst ND’s females. Rumour has it he even managed to           
do the impossible -- meet girls from Badin! A Political Science and            
Econ double major, Inigo also plays on the Stanford Hall soccer team            
and is a full-time manager for the Notre Dame Hockey Team. Just            
about the only thing Inigo can’t do is play video games (If you ever              
need to feel better about yourself, just ask him to play FIFA). Inigo             
will be in Room 200 this year, but he is also known to frequent              
six-man’s on Friday nights. Come say hi and witness Stanford’s most           
mysterious Griffin in action!  

 
 

 
Allan “Obama’s Son” Njomo 
 
You thought Barack Obama had only two children??? Think again!          
Meet Obama’s lesser known third child, Allan. Truly a chip off the            
old block, Allan takes after the intelligence, the charismatic         
leadership skills, and of course the dashing good looks of his father.            
Following in his father/idol’s footsteps, Allan will be serving as          
Stanford Hall’s President, after serving as Senator last year. Allan can           
usually be found dancing to Christian rap, getting gains at the gym at             
some ungodly hour in the morning, or showing his adoration at the            
“Obama Shrine” (did I mention he likes Obama?). Double majoring          
in Business Analytics and Political Science, we’re not quite sure if he            
wants to go into business or politics (why not both?). He is also an              
avid soccer player; legend has it he can punt a bouquet of flowers to              
his ladyfriend all the way across campus. Not only is he an athlete,             
but he is also an excellent cheerleader. Whether you need some           
encouragement and hype before taking that test, interviewing for that          
job, or talking to that special someone, Allan truly has your back. If             
you ever find yourself craving some protein powder, be sure to stop            
by Allan’s room in 3 E/W and raid his unopened collection. 
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Ico “Papi” Bengoa 

Hailing from the Sunshine State or Boston or Puerto Rico,          
who even knows?, this Florida Man has decided to trade in           
the warmth of South Florida for the midwestern grit of South           
Bend for the third year in a row. As he returns home to the              
Cinder Block Palace of Love, Ico will be making a hugeee           
move across the hall into the quad. As a resident of the 1 EW              
quad, he will be hanging out on the Fratio and more           
importantly will be close to the exit door. This is of the            
utmost importance to Ico as it will allow him to go in and             
out of the door in order to access St. Liams at all hours of the               
day. If you’re ever looking for Ico there are four main things            
you should try: 1. Check PW 2. Check Jay’s Lounge 3.           
Check futons around Stanford 4. Listen for Juice WRLD         
(rip). Ultimately, if you ever want to hear about the best           
major at Notre Dame (Business Analytics) or the “best job”          
on campus (flag football ref) Ico is your guy. He is a firm             
believer in Big Stanford Love, and he’s happy to welcome          
all of the first years to their new home.   

 

 
Connor “Here’s My Resume” O’Brien 
 
Do you think that you know anything about internship recruiting?          
Well, you don’t. Not compared to Connor at least. Hailing from the            
wild west, otherwise known as Oregon, Connor came to Notre Dame           
for one reason: Investment Banking. Now, you may have heard          
stories about an average Mendoza guy, but Connor is no average guy.            
Connor is the master of combining business and pleasure. If you ever            
walk into a social gathering and hear somebody talking about          
finance, search no longer, because you found Connor. Don’t ask him           
to remember any zip codes though, he’s really bad at that. If there are              
two things that Connor loves, it’s the Portland Trailblazers and the           
boys. Have you ever met a Portland fan before? No? Well, now is             
your chance. They’re a rare breed; gritty, weird and absolutely crazy.           
You’ve never gotten in your feels before until you’ve heard Connor           
talking about the boys during a late night conversation. Connor is one            
of the most welcoming and fun-loving guys in Stanford, just ask the            
band of misfits that he calls friends. He’s all about BSL and is a              
HUGE Stanford guy. This year, Connor is going to be living in the             
1N/S quad. If you’re ever looking for a laugh, a game of Fifa or just a                
futon to crash on, stop by to see Dr. O’Brien anytime in 143. 
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Matthew “This Kid” Kerins 
 
As a setter for Notre Dame’s Club Volleyball team, Matt Kerins can            
run to the Carroll Hall parking lot faster than you can yell            
“soooooorrrrryyyyyy”! In a desperate attempt to escape the shadow         
of his superior older brother Jackson (or was it Jeremiah?), young           
Matthew fled a life of luxury in the OC for South Bend and Stanford              
Hall. Seeking to turn his life around, Matthew left some activities           
behind in his teens, and instead now invests time in several new            
endeavors: making balloon animals, breaking mirrors with his face in          
the United States, and violently removing any plug-in air freshener          
that crosses his path. As a Mechanical Engineering major, Matt can           
be seen utilizing his limited free time eating chicken bacon ranch           
subs with Stef and managing YOTD, Stanford’s newest in-house         
band! Stanford’s very own Level Seven Lazer Lotus, his love and           
adoration for the TV show Community makes him “streets ahead”          
(Plus, he’s got an excidean Dean Pelton impression!) One time, while           
playing sodapop at Applebees, Matt finally answered the age old          
question: What do you get when you combine edgy music with           
Minecraft? The answer: EDGECRAFT. Want to learn more? Then         
pay him a visit in the 4EW quad for some Edgecraft and tea. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Joel “I live in South Bend even when I’m not at school Mandell” 
 
Joel “I live in South Bend even when I’m not at school” Mandell is a               
man of simple pleasures. Being a South Bend townie comes with an            
unlimited supply of local insights. Need to know where you can get            
some cool posters for your room? Ask Joel. Need a good first date             
restaurant to take the PE first year you met in class? Ask Joel. When              
he’s not in class you can find Joel drawing some dope pics or             
watching a Steelers game. You can see Joel occasionally depart his           
home city of South Bend and bravely venture into the foreign land of             
Mishawaka to buy some groceries at Meijer. A big Stanford guy, Joel            
consistently runs the ping pong table in the basement most nights of            
the week, welcoming any new challenger to show him their best. Joel            
is a pretty big Notre Dame guy, and not just because his dad works              
there (Ted Mandell. Classic ND prof). If you need a place to watch             
some sports, draw some sick pics, or just hang out with some cool             
Griffins, Joel’s room is always open.  
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Michael “Mikey Boy” Babikian 
 
Picture the most stereotypical surfer, California Pizza Kitchen-loving,        
Californian you can imagine. Now multiply that by five and add a            
dash of Gustavo from Big Time Rush. That is Michael Babikian in a             
nutshell. You’ll be sure to see him zip by you on his penny board on               
the quad, searching for that rush only matched by waves in the            
Pacific. Though from San Diego, he has rejected the sunlight and           
now spends all his time enveloped in the darkness of the basement            
study room. While Babs isn’t hogging the fancy chair in the basement            
study room, you can find him pretending to TA for orgo lab, yelling             
“THAT’S GREAT” in a Jeff Garlin voice as he waits for his stir fry,              
or wearing his flag football championship t-shirt that Adam Valenti          
(a fellow Griffin) won for him. Babs also has a toe ring on his left               
foot. Serving as next year’s Vice President of Stanford Hall (our own            
Sleepy Joe!), Babs is eager to not hang ten with anyone who tries to              
make him leave a dance this year! Like to give advice? Make sure to              
steer clear of giving relationship advice to Babs, as it will make him             
uncomfy talking about his unofficial official relationship. Come hang         
with this gnarly Science-Business major in the 4EW quad anytime          
(just not past 9 pm, because he will probably be asleep after that)! 
 

 

 
 
Jay “Banana Jay” Lokhorst 
 
Hailing from the state of Georgia, Jay is a friendly face to be seen              
wandering the halls of Stanford. This year you are likely to find him             
in the 1st floor 6 man playing baseball or trying to win the interhall              
baseball championship for Stanford for the 2nd year in a row now.            
Jay is known for his connections to an Insomnia Cookie Ambassador           
living out of his 2nd favorite dorm in Cav, which is coincidentally            
our former sister dorm as well. Make sure you don’t miss Jay at             
Jay’s, or on Halloween when he brings out the infamous Banana Jay            
alter ego. 
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Maxwell “New and Improved Helmholtz” Coil 
 
Hailing from the sweet southern state of Tennessee, Maxwell really 
brings an unmatched southern charm to Stanford Hall. This Nashville 
Country boy can usually be found jamming out to up and coming 
country bands, tuning and fiddling with his banjo, or playing some of 
the highest quality LoL you’ve ever seen. Rumor has it that he turned 
down an offer to play League of Legends professionally to spend 
more time with his beloved Griffins. I challenge you to find a time 
when Maxwell’s door is closed. Never once missing a section snack 
or section trivia, Maxwell’s growing image of a 2 E/W great 
continues into this year. Fittingly, Maxwell Coil has turned his efforts 
into becoming an electrical engineer, whether because his name is a 
nod to a literal type of magnetic field-producing coil or because of his 
genius in the field remains a mystery. But Maxwell loves to remain a 
man of mystery. Combining his electrical engineering expertise with 
his unmatched meme ability, Maxwell is on track to become the next 
Elon Musk. All jokes aside, Maxwell truly encompasses what it 
means to be a Griffin. Maxwell is a great guy so make sure to stop by 
room 201 and say hello! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Patrick “Plee” Lee 
 
No matter how much chocolate milk you see him drink, don’t let            
Patrick Lee fool you; he’s just shy of 2 bills (199.8 pounds to be              
exact). Now he probably will fool you in many Greek, Roman, and            
other literary respects due to his impressive domain in PLS Studies,           
which explains his necessity for a book case in a 13x8 foot double.             
Before his first year, Patrick wrote “Fools Fall in Love” and now has             
produced many podcast episodes as host of “Success in Dialogue.”          
When Patrick isn’t spending his time typing papers, eating granola          
cereal, pumping iron, or celebrating his successfully executed        
between-the-legs NHL goals, he enjoys grabbing some grub at the          
NDH with a whole crowd of miscellaneous peers. Likewise, Duncan          
is a hot spot for Patrick, because he can stroll by Touchdown Jesus             
and Coach Knute, admiring the rich history of Notre Dame. No           
seriously, he could talk for hours about ND trivia and his great love             
for God, country, Notre Dame. He serves as Stanford’s Class Senator           
and most likely, future Stanford Hall President. P. Owen Lee’s          
loyalties lie with his pack of Stanford Griffins as he will undertake            
any sacrifice to help his dorm, section and team win. He carried more             
than his weight in an undefeated section sports season for 2 E/W last             
year, while taking the role of lineman for interhall football without           
complaint. As you can see, P. Owen Lee embodies Big Stanford Love            
and is a soldier of Christ. Meet him, talk with him, or have him edit               
your papers 
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WELCOME STAFF BIOS: OFF LOCATION 
NOTE: Due to precautions and safety measures to prevent the spread of COVID 19, not all of our Welcome Week team will be able to be                          
in-person on August 3. Therefore, our team will have an on location team, assisting with Welcome Week on August 3, and off location team,                        
joining us throughout the year for welcoming and hall community building activities for First Years. 
 

 
Jack “Ladykiller” Kirkham 

A sophomore coming from Stanford, California (weird coincidence        
right), Jack is one of the most fun guys in the hall. If you are a man                 
down for a pickup basketball game, need a friend to come to the             
dining hall with you, or just want to chill for a bit, Jack is your guy,                
especially if he’s doing homework at the time. One of the most            
athletic members of the dorm, Jack was a star lineman for the            
interhall football team, and also an integral member of the interhall           
bowling Z team. Jack famously rejected a star member of the           
women’s basketball team on campus, saying afterward “I only have          
eyes for Hannah Ann from the bachelor.” You will not find a more             
dedicated bachelor fan, or Hannah Ann fan, as last year every           
Monday night you could hear him yelling throughout the hall          
celebrating every time Peter and Hannah Ann kissed. This year you           
can find Jack in the second floor six man, probably playing Fortnite            
and telling everyone “it’s not a dead game guys it's still fun I swear!”              
He is 110% for the boys, so if you ever want to pop in and chat, he’s                 
got you, and if you ever want somebody to watch the bachelor with,             
he’s your guy. One of the nicest, most fun people in the hall, if you               
go hang out with him you’re guaranteed a great time.  
 
 

 
 

 
Jordan “Belfort” Walker 

Jordan is a sophomore coming from Carmel Indiana. He is somehow           
both the busiest guy on campus and the most relaxed. He is a             
biochemistry major with a Spanish minor, has his own youtube          
vlogging channel (subscribe to @jordan walker vlogs), and is an          
absolute master stock trader. Legend has it that the wolf of wall street             
movie was based on Jordan’s life as a stock trader, just without the             
insider trading and drugs. Jordan is also an avid saxophonist. If you            
ever are walking in the lobby and hear a hauntingly beautiful sound            
coming from the chapel, it’s probably Jordan playing the sax for a            
gaggle of saint Mary's girls(check out @jordan walker vlogs on          
youtube for a video of him playing saxophone, he’s really good, and            
smash that subscribe button). Jordan holds the record for most girls           
brought to a single dance when he brought three saint mary’s girls to             
pirate dance last year (go to @jordan walker vlogs for the video recap             
and demolish that like button). The rest of the hall in absolute shock             
as to how he pulled it off. Jordan also has impeccable fashion sense.             
If you are walking along north quad, and you stop and stare at an              
immaculate pair of boots, paired with an awesome trench coat and           
pants, it’s probably Jordan(check out @jordan walker vlogs for a          
video showing off his insane shoe game and smash the like button).            
Jordan is also a famous rapper, and everyone coming into Stanford           
Hall should hear his “what’s poppin” Notre Dame rap on his youtube            
channel @jordan walker vlogs, he has insane flow and his rhymes are            
godly. Next year, Jordan will be living in 3 E/W, so definitely pop             
into his room if you want to chat about which type of horn he prefers,               
the stock market, or how to pull a godly amount of Saint Mary’s             
chicks. Lastly, if you ever need a friend to go eat dinner at 2 pm,               
Jordan’s your guy. He’s always down for a 2 pm dinner. 
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Josh “Dip” Dippold 
 
Joshua Joseph Dippold, hailing from the bustling Fort Wayne, 
Indiana, is a true five tool man of Stanford. Josh competes on the 
Stanford interhall and club baseball team after an impressive, 
all-State caliber high school career. Josh was also named MVP of the 
Stanford interhall football team, racking up multiple highlight reel 
receiving touchdowns. Josh also competed on the Stanford interhall 
basketball squad and is a deadly shooting guard at Griffhoops. Josh 
compliments his athletic prowess with equal dominance in the 
classroom-- taking a double portion of theology and pre-health. Josh 
made a home in the second floor study room, one day breaking down 
the message of Crucified Christ, the next analyzing helper T cells in 
organic chemistry. In “The Cave” (Stanford Hall’s basement weight 
shack) Josh can be found getting in after hours heavy lifting sessions 
with the boys, and he is a lover of the sixth, seventh, and eighth 
bench sets… Although he is a lackluster NHL player, Josh recreates 
with his boys frequently organizing movie nights and the infamous 
first year ping pong tournaments (which he strangely never won). 
Most importantly, however, Josh is a stellar man of Catholic faith. 
His attendance in the front right section of Sunday night mass is as 
routine as the sun’s rise and he is a great Sno-Cone mass buddy. 
Furthermore, Josh chases holiness with true candor and admirable 
persistence, and this, above all else, is what makes him a 
quintessential man of Stanford Hall. So stop by his residence, or 
better yet, the study room, the cave, or the chapel, and say hi to the 
dude with the biceps popping out of his polo, you’ll be glad you did.  
 

 
 

 
Jimmy “J Buckets” Calcagno 
 
With his charming smile and brotherly personality, Jimmy Calcagno 
is a guy you want to meet. Always on that Mendoza grind, Jimmy 
strives to be on the front end of the curve oftentimes until the early 
hours of the dawn. Nothing is more certain than at two, three am, the 
“night manager” putting in that last bit of sweat equity before a big 
accounting exam at his home in the second floor study room sipping 
a powerade. Hailing from Chicago Brother Rice High School, Jimmy 
is a *massive* Cubs and Bears fan and absolute chess whiz. 
However, his greatest (and most profitable) skill is around the poker 
table. There is no card shark hungrier and more lethal than Jimmy 
Calcagno, although he is more than willing to take a novice under his 
wing and show him the ropes. His poker games have become 
legendary among the men of Stanford, and no one wants to be 
between this guy and the biggest pot of the night. Although intense at 
the card table, Jimmy’s brotherly spirit is one that shines through his 
everyday actions and sets him apart as a stand up guy. Whether 
chowing down on a Southwest Salad at the Stanford tables of NDH 
or living it up at Pirate Dance or Stanford Formal, Jimmy’s inclusive 
attitude and jovial demeanor made him fast friends with guys in 
every corner of the Cinderblock Palace. So if you’re ever wandering 
around the palace late at night, stop by the second floor study room 
and find a kindred spirit in the man, the myth, the legend, Jimmy 
Calcagno.  
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Paul “Paul” Cassidy 
 
This man is your man. Paul’s been known to once say,, "Bro, if I'm              
not living for the people, I ain't living." With 7 years of scuba diving              
experience and 30 years of netflix-watching experience under his         
belt, you know he means it. Paul is the first person to lend a warm               
smile when you need it, but also the first person to gird his loins and               
stand up for what's right when the time comes. Texting him that you             
need something is like sending out the Bat Signal. He comes           
swooping in, not because we deserve it, but because we need it. If I              
could liken this man to a certain cuisine, it would be Mediterranean.            
He's colorful, exciting, and-voted by scientists-very healthy for you.         
In short, Paul rocks.  
 
 
 
 

 

 
James “The Faucet” Plaschke 

Meet James “The Faucet“ Plaschke (cause he always be drippin).          
Plaschke spent the first 19 years of his life as a native to the              
Autonomous zone of Chaz where he developed a strong passion for           
waterpolo. Plaschke can often be found late at night in audible           
distress watching Croatian waterpolo. As a result of his deep          
waterpolo passion, Plaschke is an avid speedo collector and has          
nearly three thousand different kinds of speedos (including a 2011          
signed and used Michael Phelps speedo) to his name. In addition to            
his innate ability to list every current and previous Barracuda Shark           
player, Plaschke worked as both the Zamboni driver and mascot for           
over 200 Barracuda Shark games. Though Plaschke is convinced he’s          
a dual dorm member (spending numerous hours in BP), his passion           
and love for the cinderblock palace is evident and a true testament of             
his BSL heart. He can't wait to welcome all first years to his home. 
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RECTOR AND RESIDENT PRIEST 
 

Fr. Chris Brennan, C.S.C. 
Rector, Stanford Hall 

Room 111 

cbrenna3@nd.edu 

 

Fr. Chris Brennan, C.S.C., is a proud South Bend         
native and graduate of the University of Notre        
Dame. Having grown up in the area and        
encountering a number of Holy Cross priests and        
religious, Fr. Chris felt called after high school to         
enter Old College, the undergraduate seminary for       
the Congregation of Holy Cross. Fr. Chris earned a         
bachelor’s degree in philosophy and theology in       
2012 and a master of divinity degree in 2017. In his           
last year of his program he was able to serve as an            
assistant rector in the inaugural year of Dunne Hall.         
Following his graduate studies, Fr. Chris was       
assigned to Holy Redeemer Parish in Portland,       
Oregon, where he served as a deacon, and since his          
ordination in April of 2018, as a priest. In addition          
to serving the parish, he was involved in high         
school and prison ministry. While in formation and        
as a priest, Fr. Chris has had the opportunity to see           
the diversity of the Body of Christ in many parts of           
the world, including Honduras, Western Europe,      
Bangladesh, East Africa, Israel, and Guatemala. Fr.       
Chris is the youngest of four boys and has a brother           
who is also a Catholic priest.  

Fr. Stephen Koeth, C.S.C. 
In-Residence Priest, Stanford Hall 

Room 215 

skoeth@nd.edu 

 

Fr. Stephen is a native of Staten Island, NY and          
graduated from Notre Dame in 1999 where he        
served as an RA in Siegfried Hall. Ordained a Holy          
Cross priest in 2007, he served as associate pastor         
of Holy Redeemer Parish in Portland, OR before        
beginning graduate studies in American History. He       
specializes in religious, political, and urban history       
and his current research explores the effects of        
postwar suburbanization on American Catholicism.     
Having received his PhD from Columbia University       
in May 2020, Fr. Stephen is returning to Notre         
Dame as a Post-Doctoral Fellow in the Cushwa        
Center for the Study of American Catholicism and        
the in-residence priest of Stanford Hall. 
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ASSISTANT RECTORS (ARS) 

Dan Loesing 
Assistant Rector, 3rd Floor 

Room 315 

dloesing@nd.edu 

 
 
Dan Loesing is a second-year student at Notre        
Dame Law School originally from Columbus, Ohio.       
He graduated from Notre Dame in 2018 with a         
major in Philosophy and a minor in Philosophy,        
Politics, and Economics, and served as an RA in         
Stanford Hall during his senior year. His primary        
interests as a law student are in the areas of          
jurisprudence, constitutional law, and religious     
liberty, the last of which he experienced first-hand        
as a legal intern at the religious liberty nonprofit         
firm Becket. In his free-time, Dan enjoys reading,        
bouldering, and playing clawhammer banjo. 

 

 

Hadyn Pettersen 
Assistant Rector, 4th Floor 

Room 415 

hpetters@nd.edu 

 
 
Born and raised under the Big Sky, I'm the son of a            
Montana wheat farmer. I majored in History and        
Medieval Studies as an undergraduate at Notre       
Dame, and I spent a semester abroad at St. Andrews          
(during which time I golfed the Old Course        
weekly). I was reconciled to the Catholic Church in         
April of 2018, and began serving as the President of          
the St Thomas More Society at NDLS 11 months         
later—which says more about the recklessness of       
that club than it does about my faith. I'm a big fan            
of pickup basketball, North Dining Hall cookies,       
watching A Man for All Seasons and Becket on         
repeat, and extolling the virtues of the Northern        
Plains. 
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RESIDENT ASSISTANTS (RAS) 
 

Austin Ly 
Resident Assistant, 1 E/W 

Room 106 

aly1@nd.edu 

 

I am a senior majoring in Science Pre-Professional        
Studies with a Supplemental major in Theology       
with the ultimate goal to go to medical school and          
become a pediatrician. I enjoy playing with       
children, watching and playing soccer, eating, and       
lifting heavy objects. A fun fact about me is that          
my face has once featured on a billboard;) I'm a          
pretty huggy, affectionate guy but given      
coronavirus, it may not be the move...Finally,       
another fun fact is that I am in love with the most            
amazing woman and we hope to walk the Camino         
together after graduation:) 
 

Matt Seida 
Resident Assistant, 1 N/S 

Room 133 

mseida@nd.edu 

 
My name is Matt Seida, I am an accounting major          
and theology minor. The Stanford Hall community       
has been a huge blessing in my time at Notre Dame           
and I can't wait to continue to share in that          
community and give back in any way I can. The          
most important things to me are my Catholic faith         
and my family of my parents and my 5 siblings. I           
also enjoy playing basketball, spikeball and all       
sports, playing any card or board game, following        
sports, and having deep conversations. I have one        
more sentence so I will state the simple fact that          
LeBron James is the best athlete of all time. 
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Brian McGee 
Resident Assistant, 2 E/W 

Room 217 

bmcgee1@nd.edu 

 

I love to have fun. 
 
I am Catholic. 
 
I could not dodge a wrench so I definitely cannot          
dodge a ball. 
 
I like to surf and I love to live in Stanford Hall. 
 
Some people call me the most interesting man in the          
world but I prefer Brian. 

 

 

Andrew “Boj” Lifka 
Resident Assistant, 2 N/S 

Room 235 

alifka@nd.edu 

 
I am a guy who loves spending time with my family           
and friends, getting to know people, competing with        
others, learning about something I don't know, and        
working hard to achieve something great. I enjoy        
playing sports, running, discovering different kinds      
of music, and watching movies, TV shows, and the         
Chicago Cubs. My career goal is to become a high          
school math and theology teacher after graduation.       
In Stanford, I am most involved in interhall sports,         
retreat planning, and dorm Masses. As an RA this         
year, my biggest goal is to help everyone feel at          
home and a part of the Stanford family. 
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Brendon Armstead 
Resident Assistant, 3 E/W 

Room 315 

barmstea@nd.edu 

 
I originally grew up in Albuquerque, New Mexico        
in a family of seven with four sisters. My faith,          
family and friends are the most important aspects of         
my life. Almost all of my actions are centered         
around at least one of those things. I am a          
mechanical engineering major here at the University       
of Notre Dame. I am passionate about my major,         
but also hold passions for powerlifting and fly        
fishing. 

  

Will Sogge 
Resident Assistant, 3 N/S 

Room 335 

wsogge@nd.edu 

 

Will is often described as a "domer" because of his          
unconditional love for Notre Dame. He is a        
psychology and ACMS major from Baltimore      
County, Maryland. His past few summers he has        
worked at a dude ranch, an organic farm, and a          
rehab facility, but he is running out of odd job ideas.           
He enjoys long walks around the lakes on campus.         
But most of all, he loves sitting in the MPR and           
chatting with whoever is there. 
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Julian Bonds 
Resident Assistant, 4 E/W 

Room 413 

jbonds@nd.edu 

 

My name is Julian Bonds and I am a History and           
English major with a minor in Education,       
Schooling, and Society. I am a triplet with a brother          
and sister who go to colleges about an hour outside          
the greatest city in the world and my hometown,         
Pittsburgh, PA. I enjoy watching and playing sports,        
especially basketball, and can often be found       
cheering on my favorite teams, the Pittsburgh       
Steelers and the Oklahoma City Thunder. I am        
passionate about coaching and teaching and want to        
go into those fields in the future. Most importantly,         
I love Stanford Hall and the great friends I've made          
here and look forward to making more friends and         
memories this year. 

John Hale 
Resident Assistant, 4 N/S 

Room 435 

jhale1@nd.edu 

 

I am a social and out-going individual who loves         
spending time with his family and hanging out with         
friends. I am a die-hard Notre Dame football fan         
and lover of all things Detroit, which is my         
hometown. I like spending time outdoors and       
reading in addition to traveling and trying new        
foods. I also enjoy languages and love to speak         
Italian any chance I get. Being near the water is my           
favorite, and nothing can beat a classical Michigan        
summer up north.  
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
What should I bring with me to Notre Dame?  
Really, whatever you feel that you need to have with you                     
for 9 months away from home. We would suggest                 
bringing/buying: a carpet, a fridge, a TV,             
PlayStation/XBox/Apple TV (or all three if you're really               
ambitious), bed supplies for extra-long twin mattresses,             
clock, lamp, stuff for laundry, clothes hangers, a sport                 
coat/suit, dress shirt and tie, underwear (bring about 1-2                 
weeks worth), posters, a big box fan for the window (or                     
two, it will be hot without A.C.), and video games. As far                       
as clothing goes, you probably won't need as many shirts                   
or pants as you think, but use your own discretion.                   
First-years tend to over-pack – think hard about whether                 
or not you need to bring your leather pants.  
 
Dances? I thought I was done with those...  
Yes, but you thought wrong. Stanford has its annual Pirate                   
Dance in the fall and a formal in the spring (Being                     
rescheduled due to COVID 19 safety protocols). Become               
very familiar with the acronym SYR as that will be tossed                     
around when talking about the dance, but know that it                   
referred to a previous time when dances could be held in                     
the dorm.  
 
What about the weather?  
It's typical Midwest weather with 4 seasons. It'll be around                   
95 when you get to ND in August and down around 10 in                         
January. If you're from the Midwest, you'll be fine.                 
Otherwise, just be prepared. Notre Dame is not in                 
California or Florida. It's in Indiana. 
 
What's with the food? I hear it's pretty good...  
It is, by college standards. We think the Princeton Review                   
has ND consistently at the #2 slot (behind Cornell, which                   
has a culinary school where students can eat). But, you will                     
get tired of it. So just be ready to take a jaunt to LaFun, or                             
borrow an upperclassmen's car to go off-campus to               
Chipotle or Five Guys when you really need something                 
that doesn't come from North Dining Hall. 
 
Who is this Rector guy and what is Hall Staff? 
That’s Fr. Chris! You can think of him as the dorm dad.                       
He’s here not so much to watch your every move but                     
mostly to make sure were all safe. Fr. Chris and the rest of                         
the hall staff (Resident Assistants and Assistant Rectors)               
are your biggest fans. They are here to guide and support                     
all the Stanford guys. They, along with anyone on                 
welcome staff, will always be there if you need someone to                     
chat to, hoop with, or play videogames. 
 
What are these sections you speak of? 
Great question! Stanford is shaped like a T. It has an                     
East/West wing as well as a North/South wing. Naturally,                 
each floor has 2 sections, an East/West (E/W) and a                   
North/South (N/S). As such, if a griffin lives on the third                     

floor on the North/South wing, he would say he lives in                     
3N/S. Each section has its own R/A and competes in                   
weekly sports against other sections. 
 
What can I do on campus? 
Over the summer think about what you want to get                   
involved in. Notre Dame has almost anything you could                 
possibly want to do. From community service, clubs, to                 
vast athletic opportunities. While meetings and other             
events will look different this semester, there is still ample                   
options to get involved in your passions and activities you                   
enjoy! If you’re not sure where to find what you’re looking                     
for, just ask!  
 
People keep saying BSL in Stanford? What’s the deal with                   
that? 
BSL stands for Big Stanford Love. It is our mantra here at                       
Stanford Hall. We are a hall of brothers who look out for                       
each other, care about each other, and come together to                   
build a community of inclusiveness and openness. In               
Stanford, we look out for each other as family, because we                     
are family! In short, Stanford Hall’s community can be                 
summed up simply as BSL. 
 
What will my room look like? 
All first-year rooms will look the same. Each room is about                     
11’ by 13’. Each room has two built in closets and modular                       
furniture. Every room has 2 extra-long twin beds, 2 closets,                   
and 2 desks. You can loft the beds to save space. Most first                         
year rooms will look something like this! (See photo                 
below) 
 
But you didn't answer all my questions! 
Goodness you guys are needy! Kidding of course, please do                   
not hesitate to e-mail one or both of us (mkenne18@nd.edu                   
or rhamar@nd.edu). Or Facebook Chat us if that’s               
easier—most of the staff just sit around all summer waiting                   
for these messages. Please. We need friends too. 
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Notre Dame Victory March  
Rally sons of Notre Dame  
Sing her glory and sound her fame,  
Raise her Gold and Blue  
And cheer with voices true:  
Rah, rah, for Notre Dame  
We will fight in every game,  
Strong of heart and true to her name  
We will ne’er forget her  
And will cheer her ever  
Loyal to Notre Dame  
Cheer, cheer for old Notre Dame,  
Wake up the echoes cheer-ing her name,  
Send a volley cheer on high, 
Shake down the thunder from the sky.  
What though the odds be great or small  
Old Notre Dame will win over all,  
While her loyal sons are marching  
Onward to victory. 
Notre Dame, Our Mother  
As one final unifying act before leaving the stadium                 
after a football game, students both past and present                 
join arms and sway to the Alma Mater. Like the Fight                     
Song, the Alma Mater will serve as an eternal                 
reminder of your time spent at the University of                 
Notre Dame.  
 
Notre Dame, our Mother  
Tender, strong, and true  
Proudly in thy heavens,  
Gleams thy gold and blue.  
Glory’s mantle cloaks thee 
Golden is they fame,  
And our hearts forever,  
Praise thee Notre Dame,  
And our hearts forever,  
Love thee Notre Dame.  

Stanford Hall Fight Song 
Former Rector Father Tom Gaughan, C.S.C. wrote             
this fight song as a parting gift to us. 
Fight, fight for Stanford Hall! 
The Griffins fight to great acclaim. 
Cheer, cheer for Stanford Hall! 
The best dorm hall at Notre Dame! 
Fight, fight for Stanford Hall! 
The Cinderblock Palace of Love. 
We win by rout! 
We scream and shout: 
We’re in the house! 
We’re Stanford Hall!  
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YOUR ARRIVAL AT STANFORD HALL 

 
While Move-In will look different this year, we at Stanford Hall are committed to making your arrival to the best 
hall at Notre Dame as smooth, easy, and welcoming as possible. While this will include the presence of our 
Welcome Week staff, it will also include our staff following Notre Dame’s COVID 19 health and safety procedures, 
including wearing masks, social distancing, and not no-contact move-ins, among other things (all of us are tested 
negative for COVID 19!). To read and understand the health and safety procedures that our Welcome Week Staff 
will be following while you move-in, please refer to https://here.nd.edu/ for all information. We ask that you and 
your move-in guests also follow all COVID 19 health and safety procedures listed on https://here.nd.edu/ to 
protect us as well as yourself (We want everyone to be safe and healthy!). In the meantime, please note some 
general procedures for this year’s move in: 
 

1. Please note your allotted move-in time to Stanford Hall and follow all procedures listed by Notre Dame’s 
Residential Life, especially in regards to COVID 19 health and safety procedures 

2. Please E-Mail Fr. Chris (cbrenna3@nd.edu) and introduce yourself and fill out the survey sent out last week 
where you can include a picture of yourself so we will all know what you look like!   

3. Ensure that you get off the Indiana Toll Road at the Notre Dame exit, not the South Bend exit. After you pay 
your money to the state of Indiana, which will get really annoying after the seventh or eighth trip, you will 
turn right onto 933/31 or Michigan and take an IMMEDIATE LEFT at the stop light onto Douglas. After 
about a mile, you will pass a stop light and notice some fields on your right. Take the first right after this onto 
Wilson. From there, please follow all procedures Residential Life has outlined for this year’s move in. 

4. Have fun the rest of the summer! We are so excited and are looking forward to meeting you!  
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